
With four hours of content, these DVDs 
are jam-packed with lead lines, phrases, 
and riffs personally taught to you by professional 
guitarists. Each and every authentic lick includes 
a walk-through explanation by a pro guitarist and 
note-for-note on-screen tablature. Normal and 
slow-speed performance demos are included to 
really help viewers master the licks.

200 ACOUSTIC LICKS
Guitar Licks Goldmine
featuring Matthew 
Schroeder, Ben Woolman, 
Peter Roller, Colin O’Brien

______ 00320933 DVD ............................$24.99

200 BLUES LICKS
Guitar Licks Goldmine
featuring John 
Heussenstamm, Johnny 
Moeller, and Bill Stone

______ 00320929 DVD ............................$24.99

200 COUNTRY LICKS
Guitar Licks Goldmine
featuring John 
Heussenstamm, Josh 
Tovar, Chad Johnson

______ 00320932 DVD ............................$24.99

200 JAZZ LICKS
Guitar Licks Goldmine
featuring John 
Heussenstamm, Don 
Linke, Paul Silbergleit and 
Bill Stone

______ 00320931 DVD ............................$24.99

200 ROCK LICKS
Guitar Licks Goldmine
featuring Greg Harrison, 
Matthew Schroeder and 
Troy Stetina

______ 00320930 DVD ............................$24.99

GUITAR PLAY-ALONG

The Guitar Play-Along DVD series lets you hear 
and see how to play songs like never before. Just 
watch, listen and learn! Each song starts with a 
lesson from a professional guitar teacher. Then, 
the teacher performs the complete song along with 
professionally recorded backing tracks. You can 
choose to turn the guitar off if you want to play 
along or leave the guitar in the mix to hear 
how it should sound. You can also choose from 
multiple viewing options; fret hand with tab, wide 
view with tab, pick & fret hand close-up, and others.

22. GUITAR CLASSICS
Bridge of Sighs • Kid Charlemagne • The Lemon 
Song • Mary Jane’s Last Dance • Revolution • Soul 
Sacrifice • Susie-Q • That Smell.
______ 00320927 DVD ..............................$14.99

23. BLUES CLASSICS
Boom Boom • Cold Shot • Dust My Broom • Frosty 
• Further on up the Road • Paying the Cost to Be the 
Boss • The Sky Is Crying • Steppin’ Out.
______ 00320879 DVD ..............................$14.99

30. BOB MARLEY
Could You Be Loved • Get Up Stand Up • I Shot the 
Sheriff • Is This Love • Jamming • No Woman No 
Cry • Stir It Up • Three Little Birds.
______ 00321004 DVD ..............................$16.99

31. BOSTON
Don’t Look Back • Let Me Take You Home Tonight 
• Long Time • More Than a Feeling • Party • Peace 
of Mind • Rock & Roll Band • Smokin’.
______ 00321005 DVD ..............................$16.99

32. STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
Couldn’t Stand the Weather • Empty Arms • The 
House Is Rockin’ • Lenny • Love Struck Baby • 
Pride and Joy • Riviera Paradise • Scuttle Buttin’. 
2 hours, 20 min.
______ 00321125 DVD ..............................$16.99

33. LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Don’t Ask Me No Questions • Down South Jukin’ • 
Free Bird • Gimme Three Steps • I Know a Little • 
The Needle and the Spoon • Sweet Home Alabama • 
What’s Your Name.
______ 00321211 DVD ..............................$16.99

37. AEROSMITH
Back in the Saddle • Draw the Line • Dream On • 
Last Child • Mama Kin • Same Old Song and Dance 
• Sweet Emotion • Walk This Way.
______ 00321216 DVD ..............................$16.99

38. ZZ TOP
Cheap Sunglasses • La Grange • Legs • Sharp 
Dressed Man • Stages • Tube Snake Boogie • Tush 
• Waitin’ for the Bus.
______ 00321217 DVD ..............................$16.99
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BEGINNING GUITAR

THE GUITARIST’S 
PERSONAL  
PRACTICE 
TRAINER AND 
WARM-UP PLAN
10 Minutes a Day to Better 
Technique and Finger Fitness
taught by Andrew DuBrock
Homespun
This instructional DVD and 

accompanying material gives learning guitarists 
the tools to improve technique, build speed and 
develop precision by practicing warm-ups, etudes 
and exercises for just 10 minutes a day. Players at 
all levels can set their own schedule or print out 
and follow Andrew’s unique “Ten Week Practice 
Planner.” Early intemediate level. 1 hour, 35 min.
______ 00642155 DVD ............................. $29.95

RHYTHM TUNE UP
taught by John McGann
Homespun
Playing with good time is 
fundamental to making good 
music, yet this critical aspect 
of musicianship is often 
ignored. John McGann shows 
you how to understand the 
basics of rhythm, use the 

metronome to perfect your skills, and put it all 
together to play with great time and feel at any 
tempo. Includes on-screen charts. 50 minutes. 
______ 00642153 DVD ............................. $19.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR

ACOUSTIC  
GUITAR – 
BEGINNER LEVEL
featuring John McCarthy
Rock House
This program is designed for 
someone with little or no 
experience. It begins at the 
roots of rock with an easy-
to-follow look at basic rock 

chords, scales, fingerpicking and strum patterns. 
Learn key components of acoustic guitar, the basics 
of blues and the foundation of rock. By the end of 
this program you’ll be playing complete rhythms 
and songs!
______ 14041353 DVD ............................. $19.99

ACOUSTIC  
GUITAR – 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
featuring John McCarthy
Rock House
Complete acoustic essentials! 
We begin with acoustic 
techniques like strumming, 
finger picking, acoustic 
slapping and soloing. The 

instructor introduces you to the world of songwriting 
by showing you how to put chords together to form 
progressions. By the end of the program, you’ll be 
ready to play and perform like a pro.
______ 14041354 DVD ............................. $19.99

BLUEGRASS/COUNTRY GUITAR

GET STARTED  
ON BLUEGRASS 
AND COUNTRY 
GUITAR!
A Complete Lesson for 
Beginners
Taught by Steve Kaufman
Homespun
Steve Kaufman introduces 
new players to all 

the elements of guitar flatpicking. No previous 
experience is necessary. All that’s needed is a guitar, 
a flatpick and the desire to accompany and play lead 
on great folk, bluegrass and country songs: Down in 
the Valley • Aura Lee • Blue Ridge Cabin Home • 
Wildwood Flower • Amazing Grace • Shady Grove 
• Soldier’s Joy. Novice level. 1 hour, 40 minutes. 
______ 00642158 DVD ............................. $29.95

BLUES GUITAR

BLUES GUITAR  
MEGA PACK
featuring John McCarthy
Rock House
With this comprehensive blues 
course designed by renowned 
guitarist John McCarthy, you 
will develop an understanding 
of general guitar basics and a 
solid foundation for playing 

the blues. Learn essential blues chords, scales and 
lead techniques like string bending, vibrato and 
hammer-ons, pull-offs. John shows you full blues 
scales with tri-tones, the B.B. Box and how to 
construct a 12 bar blues progression. He challenges 
you to learn complete blues solos, riffs and syncopated 
rhythm progressions.  Learn the talk back effect, 
expansion on a main theme and how to fuse jazz into 
blues music. Master techniques such as rakes, pick & 
finger and advanced bending. John shows you blues 
endings, turnarounds, melodic blues, the circle of 
fourths, slide techniques and many blues rhythms that 
you will learn to play with full band backing tracks.
______ 14041258 3-DVD Mega Pack ........ $29.99

ESSENTIAL  
BLUES GUITAR
An Emphasis on the 
Essentials of Blues
with Dave Celentano
Centerstream Publications
With an emphasis on 
the essentials of blues, 
instructor/host Dave 
Celentano provides clear 

and valuable insight for playing great blues guitar. 
This hour-long DVD teaches: the “blues boxes” 
for soloing; one-chord blues rhythm with lead fills; 
12-bar blues chord progressions; turnarounds, 
intros & endings; major and minor blues soloing; 
straight and shuffle rhythms; call and respond; and 
much more. Includes five complete blues solos, five 
blues backing tracks to rehearse soloing over, and 
all examples in notes & tab on  the printable PDF 
file. 60 min.
______ 00001505 DVD ............................. $19.99

FINGERSTYLE GUITAR

HOW TO  
ARRANGE 
FINGERSTYLE 
GUITAR SOLOS
with Mark Hanson
Music Sales America
Grammy winning guitarist 
and acclaimed author 
Mark Hanson teaches you 
how to arrange fingerstyle 

guitar solos on this DVD. Features include music 
notation and tablature for all the music presented 
on the DVD; five tunes arranged at all levels of 
difficulty, from easy to advanced; songs presented 
at varying speeds – slow for learning or quicker for 
performance; individual lesson segments. 1 hour, 
7 minutes.
______ 14041337 DVD ............................. $19.95

METAL GUITAR

ROB BALDUCCI – 
INNOVATIVE GUITAR
Rock Beyond the 
Boundaries
Rock House
In this program, guitar 
virtuoso Rob Balducci 

shares the unique tools he uses to squeeze emotion 
out of the instrument. He starts with exercises 
like cross string picking and linear hammer pull-
off shapes that will help you build strength and 
coordination. Rob reveals his signature “Flying 
Arpeggios” and guides you through scales in 
traditional shapes, three notes per string, the lateral 
approach, full diatonic and three string arpeggios.
______ 14041521 2-DVD Set .................... $24.99

GUITAR INSTRUCTION

We are proud to announce that Hal Leonard is 
the exclusive distributor for Lick Library DVDs in 
North America. Please see the enclosed brochure 
for a complete listing of these DVDs.



RUSTY COOLEY – 
ARPEGGIO MADNESS
Insane Concepts & Total 
Mastery
Rock House
One of the world’s most 
technically advanced 
shredders, Rusty Cooley 
unveils the secret patterns, 
shapes and techniques that 

have propelled him to guitar greatness. Rusty begins 
with the 5 and 6 string shapes through melodic 
sequences and advances into additional concepts 
that expand your view of the guitar. Learn extended 
arpeggios, string skipping and legato techniques, 
single string triads, two string arpeggio sequences 
and diminished 7th arpeggios.
______ 14041538 3-DVD Set .................... $29.99

ALEXI LAIHO –  
IN YOUR FACE 
GUITAR
Advanced Techniques 
and Concepts
Rock House
Shredding like a 21st century 
Randy Rhoads, Alexi Laiho 
is the face of modern metal 
guitar. Learn the signature 

scale patterns and sequences he uses to move across 
the neck. He reveals his techniques for string skipping 
and tapping arpeggios, arpeggio progressions and 
advanced bending that give him a soulful sound all his 
own. Alexi shows you how he writes and constructs 
leads, syncopated rhythms and his personal tricks for 
making crazy guitar sounds. By the end of this program 
your skill will advance to “in your face” playing!
______ 14041371 2-DVD Set .................... $24.99

METAL GUITAR – 
3-DVD MEGA-PACK
Beginner to Advanced 
Level
featuring John McCarthy
Rock House
In DVD 1, learn metal 

power chords, complete metal rhythms, pentatonic 
scales, the demonic half step and John’s very own 
speed demon exercises. DVD 2 cuts right into drop 
D & C rhythms, 5 & 6 string arpeggios plus sweep, 
pivoting and legato techniques. In DVD 3, John 
teaches advanced lead techniques that expand your 
arsenal to create your own blazing solos.
______ 14041537 3-DVD Set .................... $29.99

MICHAEL  
PAGET OF 
BULLET FOR 
MY VALENTINE – 
METAL RHYTHM
Progressions & Songwriting
Rock House
In this program, Michael 
“Padge” Paget, lead guitarist 
of Bullet For My Valentine, 

reveals his secrets and techniques for crafting the 
songs that have propelled the band to the top of the 
charts. Padge guides you through constructing a 
verse, chorus, pre-chorus, break down and how to 
use them to form complete songs. Signature metal 
rhythm techniques like pedaling, picked, muted, 
gallop and pivoting riff rhythms are shown in detail 
to learn how to apply them into progressions. Padge 
goes through many of his hit songs slowly, as well as 
full speed and with full-band backing tracks.
______ 14028737 DVD ............................. $24.99

POP/ROCK GUITAR

GARY HOEY – THE 
NEED FOR LEAD
Phrases, Hooks and 
Melodies
Rock House
Gary Hoey reveals the secrets 
that have helped him amass 
16 albums, five top 20 hits 
and a spot on the list of top 
100 greatest guitar players 

of all time. Learn his favorite scales, patterns, blues 
scales and the modes he uses to create soulful leads 
that grab the audience. Gary shows how he uses 
bends, hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides and reveals 
how he developed his signature vibrato. He covers 
his tricks for fretboard visualization, syncopated 
timings, melodic phrasing, string skipping intervals 
and the elements that give him command of a variety 
of musical genres. You’ll even learn to play many of 
his complete signature leads with full band backing 
tracks right from his CD recordings! 2 hours
______ 14037813 2-DVD Set .................... $24.99

KILLER PENTATONICS 
FOR GUITAR 
Innovative and 
Diverse Ways of Playing 
Penatonic Scales in Blues, 
Rock, and Heavy Metal
with Dave Celentano
Centerstream Publications
Guitar instructor/host Dave 
Celentano teaches innovative 

and diverse ways of playing the pentatonic scale in 
rock and heavy metal. He covers: the five position 
patterns for the pentatonic scale; sequences, string 
bending, connecting the scale patterns; string 
skipping; two-hand tapping pentatonics; a complete 
pentatonic solo played over backing tracks; and 
rhythm backing tracks for the student to rehearse 
soloing over. All examples are notated in tablature and 
included on the DVD as a printable PDF file. 60 min.
______ 00001506 DVD ............................. $19.99

POP HITS FOR SOLO 
JAZZ GUITAR
featuring Jake Reichbart
Jake Reichbart has per-
formed alongside Motown 
and jazz legends in his 
thousands of live gigs. Here 
this seasoned vet shares his 
solo guitar tips & techniques, 
teaching his beautiful 

arrangements of these popular tunes: Big Yellow 
Taxi • Crazy • Deacon Blues • Don’t Know Why 
• I Heard It Through the Grapevine • Michelle • 
Steppin’ Out • You Are So Beautiful. 2 hr., 5 min.
______ 00320905 DVD ............................. $19.99

DRUM INSTRUCTION

DRUMBASSADORS
One for the Money, But 
Two for the Show
Hudson Music
This 2-DVD set combines 
beautifully filmed concert 
footage with tons of 
educational content. Disc 1 
contains a concert performed 
by the Drumbassadors (René 

Creemers and Wim de Vries) for a wildly enthusiastic 
live audience in the Netherlands in 2009. Disc 2 is an 
instructional DVD on which René and Wim discuss 
matters such as stick grip, stroke technique, motion, 
balance, tone, dynamics, coordination, phrasing, and 
melodic playing. 3 hours, 22 minutes.
______ 00321243 2-DVD Set .................... $39.99

GOSPEL AND 
R&B DRUMMING
Ultimate Drum Lessons 
Series
hosted by Jeff “Lo” Davis
Hudson Music
Hosted by the “godfather of 
modern gospel drumming” 
(Modern Drummer), Jeff “Lo” 
Davis, this DVD will enhance 

your understanding and appreciation of the explosive 
power, feel, excitement, chops and groove that make 
up modern gospel and R&B drumming. Features 
educational lessons and incredible performances from 
some of the greatest drumming artists playing these styles 
today: John Blackwell (Prince, Justin Timberlake), Aaron 
Spears (Usher, Alicia Keys), Chris Coleman (Christina 
Aguilera, Chaka Khan), Adam Deitch (Break Science), 
Nathaniel Townsley (Joe Zawinul), Gerald Heyward 
(Mary J. Blige), Marvin McQuitty (Destiny’s Child), Teddy 
Campbell (Backstreet Boys, Al Jarreau), Zoro (Lenny 
Kravitz, Bobby Brown), Steve Smith (Journey), Thomas 
Pridgen (The Mars Volta), and Daniel Glass (Royal 
Crown Revue). Running time: approx. 90 minutes.
______ 00321124 DVD ............................. $14.99
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Drum Instruction – continued

LEARN TO ROCK 
DRUMS WITH JASON 
HARTLESS & FRIENDS
Special Limited Edition
Drum Fun
Hard work and practice pays 
off. This is the story of how 
15-year old Jason Hartless 
made it to the big time, playing 
arenas on a massive American 

tour at age 14. Learn the basic fundamentals of 
drumming, as well as Jason’s own techniques on this 
amazing DVD. Watch Jason grow up drumming, with 
personal home movies and behind-the-scenes footage. 
This jam-packed DVD also includes some very special 
performances with Jason’s famous friends. Includes 
live performances by the Pink Spiders and Shram with 
guest appearances by Dave Agoglia of Rev Theory, Chad 
La Roy of Cavo and Mark Causley of Critical Bill.
______ 00321164 DVD ............................. $14.99

WICKED BEATS
Jamaican Ska, Rocksteady & 
Reggae Drumming
by Gil Sharone
Hudson Music
Wicked Beats is a complete 
guide to Jamaican drumming 
styles. Gil Sharone takes 
you on a musical journey 
through these stayles, as well 

as the earlier styles that helped shape them. Gil also 
introduces and demonstrates classic “riddims” that 
are essential for achieving this classic sound. The 
DVD includes performances, classic beats, and 
variations of each style, play-along tracks, and much 
more. Running time: 2 hours, 33 minutes.
______ 00321126 DVD ............................. $24.99

INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION

PLAY VIOLIN TODAY!
A Complete Guide to the 
Basics
featuring Kaitlyn Hahn
The ultimate self-teaching 
method designed to offer 
quality instruction, terrific 
songs, and on-screen 
notation so you can play 
all the music examples. 

Simply follow along with the music on the screen 
as you watch and listen to the teacher. Topics 
covered in this complete video guide to the basics 
includes: how to hold and care for the instrument • 
producing a sound • playing tips and techniques • 
standard notation. Learn at your own pace and open 
the door to the world of violin music! 1 hour.
______ 00321076 DVD ............................. $14.99

PIANO INSTRUCTION

SCOTT HEALY OF 
CONAN’S “BASIC 
CABLE BAND” – 
LEARN TO PLAY PIANO
Beginner/Intermediate Level
Rock House
This program, designed by 
Scott Healy of Conan’s “Basic 
Cable Band,” teaches all the 
basics needed to start playing 

quickly. Start off by learning proper hand position and 
posture and quickly move to major and minor chords, 
chord progressions, and scales. You’ll learn how to 
count beats and the basics of timing. In DVD 2, Scott 
takes you to the next level. He guides you step-by-step 
through: easy-to-learn two hand chords, blues scales, 
progressions, fills, licks and finger exercises that 
develop speed. Learn dominant 7th chords and scales, 
expand your harmonic vocabulary, and master the full 
major and minor scales that will help you create your 
own music and lots more.
______ 14041370 2-DVD Set .................... $24.99

BASS INSTRUCTION

JEFF BERLIN
Noted for his fluid, lyrical 
playing, Jeff Berlin is a pioneer 
of slap bass and two-handed 
tapping. He has performed 
with Allan Holdsworth, Bill 
Bruford, Pat Martino, Earl 
Klugh, Bob James, Joe Walsh, 
Randy Brecker, and John 
Abercrombie. In this DVD, 

Jeff covers all aspects of bass playing. He begins 
with an explanation of his musical philosophy, then 
demonstrates stimulating solos. Jeff gives his insights 
on scales and their connections for solos and 
intervallic exercises. 56 min.
______ 00321190 DVD ............................. $19.99

FOLK INSTRUMENTS

GET STARTED  
ON THE 
MANDOLIN!
A Complete Lesson for 
Beginners
taught by Steve Kaufman
Homespun
Here’s the perfect way to 
get a solid start playing the 
mandolin! A beginner will 

learn chords, notes, scales, rhythm strums and 
accompaniment for songs such as: Amazing Grace 
• Will the Circle Be Unbroken? • Blue Ridge Cabin 
Home • and more. He or she will even be playing 
lead lines on fiddle tunes: Cotton-Eyed Joe • Old Joe 
Clark • Liberty • and Soldier’s Joy! Includes music 
and tab PDF on disc. Novice level. 1 hour, 40 min.
______ 00642161 DVD ............................. $29.95

    SCOTT “THE PIANO GUY” 
HOUSTON – MAX IMPACT IN 
MINIMUM TIME!
Houston Enterprises
By popular demand, this two-hour 
DVD assembles more than 30 of 
Scott the Piano Guy’s finest “mini-

lessons” to jump start your piano playing in all non-
classical styles. Pianists will be thrilled to add these 
valuable tips to their piano playing bag of tricks!
______00321191 DVD ............................. $19.95

THE PIANO GUY 1-ON-1 
SERIES – DON’T KNOW 
WHY
with Scott Houston
Houston Enterprises
This terrific instructional series was 
designed to teach you to play great 

songs! Each includes approx. 2-1/2 hours of direct 
video instruction, plus lead sheets! Watch his hands 
on the piano while following the highlighted measures 
on the lead sheet to really gain an understanding of 
what’s being taught at all times. Also includes play-
along audio tracks and song composer info and a 
discography.
______ 00321246 DVD ............................ $29.95

PLAY PIANO IN A FLASH!
3 Steps to Piano Success
featuring Scott “The Piano Guy” 
Houston
Houston Enterprises
Get ready to have loads of fun while 
you knock your lifelong dream of 

playing piano off your list! Perfect for beginners 
and intermediate players alike, he has refined his 
unbelievably successful method into even more 
concise directions to show you how it is that pros 
sound like they do when playing all non-classical 
styles of piano. 1 hour, 13 minutes.
______ 00321244 DVD ............................ $29.95

SCOTT THE PIANO GUY

In over 180 episodes of his wildly popular TV series, Scott “The Piano Guy” Houston has covered a myriad of different styles, 
worked through hundreds of songs, and has had conversations with many fine piano players as they share techniques. 
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MIKE MARSHALL’S 
ARPEGGIO  
WORKOUT FOR 
MANDOLIN
An Interactive Play-Along 
Session for Tonality and 
Improvisation
taught by Mike Marshall
Homespun
Gain an understanding of 

mandolin fretboard, music theory, technique and 
improvisation through the use of arpeggios. Special 
play-alongs with Mike and a top rhythm section 
make this lesson fun for players at all levels. ALL 
LEVELS • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 80 MIN.
______ 00642157 DVD ............................. $29.95

MIGHTY UKE
The Amazing Comeback of a 
Musical Underdog
A Documentary by Tony 
Coleman and Margaret 
Meagher
Tiny Goat Films, Ltd.
Director Tony Coleman and 
producer Margaret Meagher 
travelled the world for two 

years to discover why so many people of different 
nations, cultures, ages and musical tastes are turning 
to the ukulele to express themselves, and to connect 
with each other. This fascinating documentary is 
packed with music and includes performances 
from many artists, including Jake Shimabukuro. 
An official selection of several prestigious film 
festivals, it’s been featured on National Public 
Radio, Canada’s National Radio Network, as well 
as in broadcast and print media throughout North 
America, Europe, Asia and Australia. The DVD is 
packed with bonus features, including ten additional 
short films about the ukulele, and a lesson with 
virtuoso and educator James Hill.
______ 00321157 DVD ............................. $24.95

VOCAL INSTRUCTION

A LESSON 
WITH ODETTA
Exploring Life, Music and Song
Interviewed by 
Dr. Ysaye M. Barnwell
Homespun
A great singer, actress and 
human rights activist, Odetta 
was one of the most beloved 
and influential figures in the 

American folk and blues revival. On this rare and 
intimate session, she shares the history, songs and 
singing technique that she acquired during a lifetime 
of experience. Songs: Motherless Child • Lay My 
Burden Down • True Believer • Water Is Wide 
• Sittin’ Here in Limbo • Hit or Miss • and Cool 
Water. 1 hour, 30 min.
______ 00642159 DVD ............................. $19.95

PRO TOOLS 9
Pro Tools 9 raises the bar 
for its music creation and 
audio production program 
by allowing users the 
flexibility to work with Avid 
audio interfaces, third-party 
audio interfaces, or a new 
software-only option when 
using a Mac or PC. 

Beginner/Intermediate Level
______ 00321187 DVD ............................. $39.99

Advanced Level
______ 00321188 DVD ............................. $39.99

REASON 5
With the sophisticated 
integration of drum 
machines, samplers, soft 
synths, and mixer and effects 
modules in one virtual 
rack, Reason 5 provides 
everything you need to easily 
and quickly generate music 
from your ideas.

Beginner/Intermediate Level
3 hours, 20 min.
______ 00321146 DVD ............................. $39.99

Advanced Applications
3 hours, 40 min.
______ 00321147 DVD ............................. $39.99

RECORD 1.5
Beginner Level
The musician’s choice for 
audio recording, Record 
has unlimited audio tracks, 
world class on-board effects 
and mixing gear, and a well-
organized and designed 
interface. Add in seamless 
integration with Reason 5, 

and you have a seriously powerful and creative 
music-making tool at your fingertips! With version 
1.5, Record takes sequencing to a whole new level 
with Blocks, a way to string together song parts for 
easy arranging, and Neptune, a pitch correction and 
voice synthesizer effect device.
______ 00321163 DVD ............................. $39.99

WAVELAB 7
Beginning/Intermediate Level
With its extensive set of new 
features and functionalities, 
WaveLab 7 provides 
unparalleled audio quality. 
New technologies include 
the Sonnox restoration 
suite, VST3 support, time-
stretching algorithms, a new, 

redesigned user interface, customizable toolbars, 
and a state-of-the-art burning engine. 2 hours
______ 00321148 DVD ............................. $39.99

ALAN PARSONS’ THE ART & SCIENCE OF SOUND RECORDING
KeyFax New Media Inc.
Nearly three years in the making, Alan Parsons’ monumental ten-hour video series, 
The Art & Science of Sound Recording, is now available in a three-DVD boxed set! 
Narrated by actor and musician Billy Bob Thornton, the DVDs are divided into 24 
sections, starting with a brief history of recording.
Parsons’ illustrious career – as a recording engineer, producer, composer and artist – 
acts as both backdrop and inspiration for the series. Parsons worked with The Beatles 

on the albums Abbey Road and Let It Be, engineered Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon, and produced a 
string of multi-platinum hits for The Hollies, Pilot, Ambrosia, Al Stewart and other artists, as well as for The Alan 
Parsons Project.
The Art & Science of Sound Recording looks at everything from soundproofing to mixing, and from recording 
guitar, bass, keyboards, drums and vocals, to recording a choir. Fellow professional engineers & producers 
join Alan Parsons in this top quality, practical, and cutting-edge guide, including Jack Joseph Puig, John Fields, 
Elliot Scheiner, Jack Douglas, Tony Brown and Chuck Ainlay. Artists and musicians interviewed include Michael 
McDonald, Taylor Hawkins, Nathan East, Rami Jaffe, Carol Kaye and Erykah Badu. This invaluable instructional 
DVD set applies classic, old school recording experience to the modern recording scene, and is certain to be 
a standard work on the subject for years to come. Along with its fully interactive website, The Art & Science of 
Sound Recording is a complete course in modern recording.
______ 00631668 3-DVD Set ....................................................................................................... $149.00

ALAN PARSONS

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

MUSICPRO GUIDES

hosted by Andrew Eisele
Music Pro Guide DVDs bring together the very best, experienced authors and video producers in the recording industry 
to teach you everything you need to know about audio engineering and production. These plain-English technical titles 
will have you quickly crafting your next hit recording with top digital audio workstation recording, sequencing and 
sampling software. 
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MINDI ABAIR – LIVE 
IN HI-FI STEREO
MVD
Here is an outstanding salute 
to the ongoing creative genius 
of Mindi Abair as a saxophone 
performer. Her performances 
are flawless, and the 
musicians she is working 
with provide a remarkable 

background to her unique sound. The DVD could be 
summed up this way: innovative, creative, refreshing 
and original performances! Comprised of six tracks 
from the chart topping release of the same name, the 
DVD also has Mindi performing four of her earlier 
hits that have never been captured on film. On the 
DVD, Mindi provides introductions to each song, 
describing the songwriting process and stories behind 
them. There are also interview clips on various topics, 
from Abair’s history to who she admires, among other 
topics. 1 hour, 30 min.
______ 00321194 DVD ............................. $19.95

CYRO BAPTISTO – 
SOLOS: THE JAZZ 
SESSIONS
Cyro has recorded and toured 
with some of music’s most 
popular names. His mastery 
of Brazilian percussion 
and the many instruments 
he creates himself, have 
catapulted him into world 

renown. In this special set of solo performances, 
Cyro pulls out all the stops and creates a soundscape 
like no other heard before or since. A unique and 
brilliant musician alone on stage with only the beats 
he hears in his heart and shares with the world. Using 
an array of delay pedals and instruments bought, 
made and found, Cyro shows why rhythm just might 
be the ultimate pulse of the universe. Please enjoy the 
music of Cyro Baptista on SOLOS: the jazz sessions.
______ 00321186  .................................... $19.95

COMPOSING THE 
BEATLES SONGBOOK
Lennon and McCartney: 
1957-1965
MVD
This independent doc-
umentary film reviews the 
partnership, music and 
impact of Lennon and 
McCartney as composers. 

From the day they met in 1957 until the release of 
the Rubber Soul album at the end of 1965, the film 
dissects and contrasts, reassesses and ultimately 
provides one of the finest films made about the 
band during this period. Drawing on rare footage, 
classic performances and penetrating revelations 
from friends of the pair, Beatles academics and 
musicologists, this program discovers the true 
story of how those classic songs were written. It 
features contributions from: friends Barry Miles, 
Klaus Voorman and Maureen Cleaves; musicians 
Alan Moore and Chris Ingham; journalists Robert 
Christgau [Village Voice] and Anthony De Curtis 
[Rolling Stone]; authors Johnny Rogan, Pete 
Doggett, Steve Turner and Nigel Williamson and 
broadcaster Paul Gambaccini. 1 hour, 19 minutes.
Songs: Love Me Do • She Loves You • Can’t Buy 
Me Love • Hard Day’s Night • Help • Yesterday • 
I’m a Loser • You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away • 
Nowhere Man • Norwegian Wood • Michelle • and 
many others.
______ 00321202 DVD ............................. $19.95

CLASSICAL GUITAR
The book includes over 20 
works in notes and tab by 
Beethoven, Corelli, Carcassi, 
Carulli, Sor, and more.

______ 00696434 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

ELECTRIC BLUES
Lessons: Blues Progressions, 
B.B. King Style, Stevie 
Ray Vaughan Style, and 
Progressive Licks. Songs: 
Ask Me No Questions • Cold 
Shot • Couldn’t Stand the 
Weather • I’m Tore Down • 
Just like a Woman • Mama, 
Talk to Your Daughter • 

Sweet Home Chicago • Thrill Is Gone • Tightrope 
• and more!
______ 00696433 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

FRETBOARD THEORY
Lessons: Fretboard Navi-
gation, CAGED Licks, Modal 
Soloing, and Harmonizing 
Lead Lines. Songs: Aqualung 
• Crazy Train • Day Tripper 
• Hit Me with Your Best 
Shot • Jump, Jive an’ Wail • 
Landslide • No Woman No 
Cry • Oye Como Va • Reeling 

in the Years • Smoke on the Water • Walk This Way 
• and more.
______ 00696430 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

GUITAR SOLOING
Lessons: Rock Phrasing, 
Repeating Licks, Mixing 
Scales & Modes, and 
Pentatonic Scale Substi-
tutions. Songs: All Right Now 
• Cliffs of Dover • Eruption 
• Freebird • Hard to Handle 
• Lay Down Sally • Maggie 
May • Oye Como Va • 

Paranoid • Smoke on the Water • Sweet Child O’ 
Mine • Sweet Home Alabama • and more.
______ 00696432 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

GUITAR VIRTUOSOS
Lessons on the styles of: 
Yngwie Malmsteen, Steve 
Vai, Eric Johnson, and Joe 
Satriani. Songs: Always with 
Me, Always with You • The 
Animal • Big Trouble • 
Cliffs of Dover • Deja Vu 
• Far Beyond the Sun • 
Icarus Dream Suite Opus 

4 • Making Love • Righteous • The Riddle • Satch 
Boogie • Skyscraper • Venus Isle • Yankee Rose 
• and more.
______ 00696435 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

RHYTHM GUITAR
Lessons: Rock Rhythm Guitar, 
Chord Embellishments, Funk 
Guitar, and Reggae Guitar. 
Songs: Back in Black • Free 
Fallin’ • Give It Away • I Got 
You (I Feel Good) • I Just 
Want to Celebrate • Jack and 
Diane • Message in a Bottle • 
Proud Mary • Shining Star • 

Walk Don’t Run • Walking on the Moon • and more.
______ 00696431 Book/DVD Pack ............. $9.99

AT A GLANCE SERIES

The At a Glance series pairs an instructional DVD lesson taught by a professional guitarist with a supplemental book for a comprehensive learning 
experience. Each book/DVD features several lessons pertaining to one topic, and the hi-def DVD lessons feature on-screen music. The lessons are loaded 
with valuable tips and information, and popular song examples help to demonstrate the concepts in action.

PERFORMANCE DVDS
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COMPOSING THE 
BEATLES SONGBOOK
Lennon and McCartney: 
1966-1970
MVD
This independent doc-
umentary film reviews the 
partnership, music and 
impact of Lennon and 
McCartney as composers 

during this hugely creative period from 1966-
1970. From the first bars of “Eleanor Rigby” to 
the closing Abbey Road song-cycle, this film shows 
how they barely put a step wrong in making the 
most joyous music the world had ever witnessed. 
Drawing on rare footage, classic performances 
and penetrating revelations from friends of the 
pair, Beatles academics and musicologists, we here 
discover the true story of how those classic songs 
were written. Includes contributions from friends 
Barry Miles, Klaus Voorman and Maureen Cleaves; 
musicians Alan Moore and Chris Ingham; journalists 
Robert Christgau [Village Voice] and Anthony De 
Curtis [Rolling Stone]; authors Johnny Rogan, Pete 
Doggett, Steve Turner, and Nigel Williamson and 
broadcaster Paul Gambaccini.
______ 00321199 DVD ............................. $19.95

COMPOSING OUTSIDE 
THE BEATLES
Lennon and McCartney: 
1967-1972
MVD
Composing Outside the 
Beatles: Lennon and 
McCartney 1967-1972 is an 
independent documentary 
film which reviews the music 

and impact of Lennon and McCartney as solo 
composers, during this first post-Beatles period. 
From the avant-garde, Yoko-influenced, brace of 
Lennon/Ono albums, via some superb singles and 
albums from both players, and culminating with 
the first Wings album from Macca, and Lennon 
celebrating his new city of residence on the most 
political record he ever made, this film shows how 
and why they composed the music they did during 
this era and illustrates their using of old and new 
techniques, and how they were still borrowing from 
each other despite being in both legal and personal 
disputes throughout these years. Drawing on rare 
footage, archive and exclusive interviews, classic 
performances and penetrating revelations from 
close friends of the pair, fellow musicians, Beatles 
academics and musicologists, we discover here the 
true story of how their music was composed when 
writing alone, or with new partners. 2 hours, 18 
minutes.
Songs: Give Peace a Chance • Instant Karma • Don’t 
Worry Kyoko • Momma Miss America • Maybe I’m 
Amazed • Mother • God • Ram On • Power to the 
People • Imagine • How Do You Sleep • Mumbo • 
John Sinclair • Dear Friend • Woman Is the Nigger 
of the World • Some People Never Know • Uncle 
Albert • Luck of the Irish • Back Seat of My Car.
______ 00321198 DVD ............................. $19.95

BLACK UHURU WITH 
SLY AND ROBBIE – 
DUBBIN’ IT LIVE
In July 2001, Black Uhuru 
and Sly & Robbie took 
Europe by storm. This 
1 hour, 20 minute DVD 
contains the unedited, uncut, 
entire concert they gave in 
Nyon, Switzerland, where 

they closed the Paleo Festival. Through the late ’80s 
and ’90s, Sly & Robbie revolutionized Jamaican 
music by turning Reggae into Dancehall. They chose 
to reunite with Black Uhuru, whom they had helped 
become a leading force in the Reggae industry.
______ 00321234  .................................... $14.95

LARRY CARLTON & 
THE SAPPHIRE 
BLUES BAND
New Morning: 
The Paris Concert
MVD
With 30 albums to his credit 
and having performed on 
over 100 albums that have 
gone Gold or Platinum, 

Larry Carlton has set a standard for artistry that 
spans three decades. This program, captured in 
HD, features Larry performing with the acclaimed 
Sapphire Blues Band. Songs performed include: 
Friday Night Shuffle • Josie • Minute by Minute 
• Just an Excuse • 7 for Ya’ • Tenor Madness • 
Sleepwalk • and more. 1 hour, 55 min.
______ 00321239 DVD ............................. $19.95

CHICAGO – 
LIVE IN CONCERT
MVD
One of the most loved 
bands in rock history, as 
well as one of the most 
commercially successful – 
with 50 hit songs in the U.S. 
alone, 18 gold records, a 
Grammy, and a star on the 

Hollywood Walk of Fame – Chicago has maintained 
the unflagging devotion of millions of devoted fans 
throughout their career. This DVD documents a 
live show that was broadcast on TV in 1993 where 
they play many of their hits from throughout their 
long career, including “25 or Six to Four,” “You’re 
the Inspiration,” “Saturday in the Park,” and 
“Beginnings” among many others. 1 hour, 31 min.
______ 00321242 DVD ............................. $18.95

TRIBUTE TO 
MILES DAVIS
MVD
This is the ultimate tribute 
concert featuring Larry 
Coryell, Stanley Clarke, Paco 
de Lucia, John McLaughlin, 
Ricky Lee Jones, George 
Benson, and more in 1992 
for spanish television.

______ 00321221  .................................... $17.95

THE DOORS ARE 
OPEN/STONES 
IN THE PARK
MVD
The Doors Are Open: Jim 
Morrison writhes in leather 
pants and white poet’s shirt, 
flinging his curls and dancing 
to an extended version of 
“Spanish Caravan”. This is 

an intimate portrait of one of the Doors’ unique live 
shows in England. The Rolling Stones in the Park: 
The Rolling Stones were scheduled to play at a free 
concert in London’s Hyde Park two days after Brian 
Jones’s death; they decided to proceed with the 
show as a tribute to him. It was their first concert 
with replacement guitar player Mick Taylor.
______ 00321165 DVD ............................. $19.95

ROBBEN FORD – 
NEW MORNING: 
THE PARIS CONCERT
MVD
This electrifying concert was 
recorded in May 2001 in 
the “New Morning” club in 
Paris. Accompanied by Louis 
Pardini (keyboards), Jimmy 
Earl (bass) and Brannen 

Temple (drums) Robben Ford showed every facet of 
his furious guitar playing. With numbers like “Start It 
Up,” “Moonchild Blues,” “Deaf, Dumb and Blind” and 
“You Got Me Knockin’” the virtuoso excelled himself 
and played blues rock which simply can’t be bettered. 
As a bonus track, there is a 24-minute interview.
______ 00321168 DVD ............................. $19.95

ROBBEN FORD TRIO – 
PARIS CONCERT 
REVISITED
MVD
For Robben Ford’s 
enthusiastic Paris fans, this 
New Morning concert in 
July, 2009 captures their 
icon’s genius in a truly 
unprecedented manner. 

Backed brilliantly by Athens-born drummer Toss 
Panos, who brings a Mediterranean flavor to the trio 
and by bassist Travis Carlton, Robben’s unique style 
asserts itself impressively above and beyond his rock, 
jazz, fusion & blues influences. This DVD, recorded in 
HD, also features 2 bonus tracks with the legendary 
Larry Coryell joining the Robben Ford Trio on stage.
______ 00321223  .................................... $19.95
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Performance DVDs – continued

DIZZY GILLESPIE – 
DREAM BAND 
JAZZ AMERICA
MVD
In 1982, the master 
showman Dizzy Gillespie 
performed at Lincoln Center 
with his celebrated Dream 
Band. Driven by the stellar 
drums of Max Roach, the 

Dream Band is on fire and Dizzy is in fine form. 
Including amazing turns from Gerry Mulligan, John 
Faddis, Milt Jackson, Paquito DiRiviera, Candido 
and more, this film shares some of the backstage 
love and respect the players had for Diz.
______ 00321222  .................................... $15.95

IAN HUNTER AND 
THE RANT BAND – 
JUST ANOTHER NIGHT
Live at the Astoria London
MVD
This DVD performance of 
Ian Hunter and his Rant 
Band at the Astoria in 
London was filmed in 2004, 
a year of heavy touring for 

the band. Includes special guest appearances by 
Brian May (Queen) and Joe Elliot (Def Leppard). 
Songs performed include: Rock ’n’ Roll Queen 
• Once Bitten Twice Shy • Knees of My Heart • 
Nuthin’ But the Truth • Roll Away the Stone • Dead 
Man Walkin’ • Cleveland Rocks • All the Way from 
Memphis • and more. 2 hours.
______ 00321238 DVD ............................. $15.95

BERT JANSCH – 
FRESH AS A SWEET 
SUNDAY MORNING
MVD
This fantastic performance 
filmed at Sheffield Memorial 
Hall (UK) on April 22, 2006 
features Bert Jansch, one of 
the key figures in modern 
British folk music. Here he 

brings his trademark virtuosity and eclectic edge to 
the folk guitar. His ground-breaking guitar playing, 
deeply affecting songwriting and dark, passionate 
voice have held audiences spellbound since the mid-
sixties. As Neil Young once stated, “As much of a great 
guitar player as Jimi Hendrix was, Bert Jansch is the 
same thing for acoustic guitar...and my favorite.” This 
DVD brilliantly showcases Jansch’s awesome talent.
Songs performed include: It Don’t Bother Me • 
Strolling Down the Highway • Oh My Father • Blues 
Run the Game • Carnival • Trouble in Mind • She 
Moved Through the Fair • Down Under • Poison • 
October Song • and more. 1 hour, 41 min.
______ 00321240 DVD ............................. $15.95

GERRY MULLIGAN – 
JAZZ AMERICA
MVD
This film from Gary Keys 
focuses on the amazing 
saxophonist and arranger, 
Gerry Mulligan. His warm 
tone on the baritone and 
his delightful persona are on 
full display, capturing a live 

show from 1981. The music in this film touches on 
all aspects of his 30 plus years of playing.
______ 00321220  .................................... $15.95

MAX ROACH – LIVE 
AT BLUES ALLEY
MVD
This 1981 live show at 
Washington DC’s Blues 
Alley features drummer 
extraordinaire Max Roach 
and his band. Filmed lovingly 
by filmmaker Gary Keys, this 
intimate portrait of Roach is 

stunning in its simplicity. The music and interplay 
between the musicians is the main focus, almost 
like the camera is eavesdropping on a private jam 
session. The band sounds full and fierce, the film 
crisp and personal, every note a celebration.
______ 00321219  .................................... $15.95

SKATALITES – LIVE
MVD
The World’s most influential 
reggae group, The Skatalites 
have been producing music 
of the finest caliber for over 
forty years, either as a group 
or individually as players on 
countless reggae classics. 
The two performances 

making up this DVD, filmed at the Lokersee Festival 
in Belgium in 1997 and 2002, are clear evidence of 
their brilliance.
______ 00321235  .................................... $19.95

MIKE STERN BAND 
New Morning: The Paris 
Concert
featuring Dave Weckl
MVD
For three decades, guitarist 
Mike Stern has astonished 
jazz audiences all over the 
world with his quest to push 
the envelope of what is 

possible on his instrument, the electric guitar. At the 
peak of his inspiration, improvising past all musical 
genres, Mike takes his fans along into a journey of 
pure musical delight. He is superbly backed this 
time by brilliant drummer Dave Weckl, soulful tenor 
saxophonist Bob Franceschini and incredible bassist 
Tom Kennedy. Songs performed include: Tumble 
Home • KT • Wishing Well • What Might Have Been 
• Chatter • That’s All There Is • Wing and a Prayer 
• Chromazone. 1 hour, 52 minutes.
______ 00321241 DVD ............................. $19.95

THIRD WORLD – 
MUSIC HALL 
IN CONCERT
MVD
This live television perfor-
mance from 1993 at the 
“HR-Hessische Rundfunk” in 
Germany features an 8-song 
performance by Third World, 
a musical institution whose 

themes are positive, progressive and internationally 
relevant. After a quarter century of smash hit songs, 
sold out tours and inspirational messages, Third 
World has proven their staying power.
______ 00321236  .................................... $15.95

TOOTS & THE 
MAYTALS – LIVE AT 
SANTA MONICA PIER
MVD
This DVD features Toots 
& the Maytals in a live 
performance from August 7, 
1997 at the Santa Monica 
Pier in California. Get up and 
stand up during this electric 

Reggae concert as Toots takes you through 10 of his 
favorite songs. His interaction with a capacity crowd 
and his endless on-stage energy complement his 
unique Reggae style like no other!
______ 00321237 DVD ............................. $19.95

THE CARL VERHEYEN 
BAND – THE 
ROAD DIVIDES
MVD
Twelve live, in-concert songs 
from the CVB catalogue shot 
for the first time with this 
incarnation of the Band, 
their strongest line-up to 
date. Includes a new, fiery 

cover version of “Jerry’s Breakdown” (by Jerry 
Reed), and one brand new CVB tune, “The Road 
Divides.” It also contains the live, at-rehearsal 
promo video of “Constant as the Wind” – a YouTube 
favorite among fans – and wrap-around footage 
talking with each of the three musicians about the 
tracks. As a final bonus, there is live footage of the 
CVB with special guest Howard Leese (Bad Co., Paul 
Rodgers Band, original member of Heart) shot at 
The Canyon Club in LA November 2010 performing 
“No Walkin’ Blues.”
______ 00321218  .................................... $19.95
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